Data obtained from the IBERICA and REGICOR population AMI Registries. IBERICA: incidence rates for the population aged 45-74 years. Rates were adjusted for clustering and AMI definition change.
REGICOR: incidence rates in population > 74 years and mortality rates. Incident rates in the population> 74 years were weighted for the observed differences in incidence rates between Girona and Spain in the 65-74 years age group in the IBERICA Study (1126 in men and 1263 in women). Due to the similarity of the population > 75 years and to the low sample size, the incidence was combined for age groups 75-84 years and > 84 years. * There were no patients in this group, so the incidence of the following age group was assumed. First, the number of patients in each scale category was calculated and then this number was combined with the described risk for each category 1,2 to obtain the expected risk in each group.
AMI, acute myocardial infarction. * There were no patients in these groups so the prevalence of the previous age group was assumed. AMI, acute myocardial infarction; CI, confidence interval. Model building strategy:
1) Inclusion of all variables that showed an association with the outcome on bivariate analysis (P < .25)
2) Exclusion of the variables (one-by-one) that reduced the likelihood (P > 0.1) until further reduction was not possible (P < .1)
3) Reconsideration of all excluded variables (one-by-one) (P < .1) *P < .05
